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Compact city
(Intensive urban structure)
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Replanning of urban structure

Depopulation, Low-density

Urban areas expanded

1. Background of the Study



Depopulation in Japan
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Fig.1. population change in Japan
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Working age: Begin to decrease from 1990-2000
Old age: Begin to decrease from 2010-2020

1. Background of the Study

Old age:         65~
Working age: 15~64
Younger:        0~14 

Persons(thousand) 



Depopulation in Japan

Decreasing of the birth rate
• Unmarried
• Late marriage
• Increasing costs of education

Increasing of the aged people
• Progress of medical technology
• Improving the living environment
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The reason for depopulation

1. Background of the Study
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Vacant lands crowded area is 
unsuitable for residential use.

Surroundings:No-usedSurroundings:Used

Increase of vacant lands
(Vacant house, Vacant lot, Parking lot)

Usability：〇 Usability：×

1. Background of the Study

Vacant lands cause lots of problems
• Increasing of infrastructure cost
• Getting living environment worse
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□Vacant lands：Sakai (The City Planning Institute of Japan Oct.2014)
A research of the reality of generation and diminishment of vacant parcels and the mechanism 
in suburban housing area : Case studies of 2 suburban housing areas in Capital area and 
Kinki area

Present location of the low-used and no-used land are not considered.

Analyzing occurrence factors of vacant lands in a residential area. 

Occurrence factors of vacant lands in a provincial small town is not analyzed.

□Compact city：Tanaka (Architectural Institute of Japan Apr.2014)
A study on the preferable urban structure of provincial small town in depopulation Tendency 
: Evaluating scenarios through the questionnaire survey

Designing and evaluating an urban structure scenarios in considering 
population density.

1. Background of the Study
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1.  Analyzing the occurrence factors of 
low-used and no-used land

2. Making a map of predicted low-used 
and no-used land

It is necessary to consider the location 
of the vacant lands in urban planning

1. Background of the Study



2. Study Area 9

Hiroshima Prefecture
Fig.2. Map of urban area in Fuchu City

Fuchu station
(Railway St.)

Our focus area designated for urbanization
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Fuchu City, Hiroshima Prefecture
(Jul.2015)

Population : 41519
Households number : 17580
Area : 195.7㎢
Population density：212.1persons/㎢

Closed shopConsolidation and 
elimination

Fig.3. Population change in this city
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Fig.4. Population change in DID

Depopulation in DID(Density Inhabited District)

Estimated depopulation in urban area
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2. Study Area 
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Investigation of lots and vacant lands

Building maps Google 
street view

Vacant map of urban area

Rough vacant 
lands map

Field study 
(17.26.30 Nov.2015)

3.1. Investigation
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Investigation of section and vacant lands

Building maps Google 
street view

Vacant map of urban area

Rough vacant 
lands map

Field study 
(17.26.30 Nov.2015)

3.1. Investigation
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Investigation of section and vacant lands

Building maps Google 
street view

Vacant map of urban area

Rough vacant 
lands map

Field study 
(17.26.30 Nov.2015)

3.1. Investigation



3.2. Definition of Terms 15

Vacant lot data

Parking lot data

Vacant house data: Made by local government

Vacant land
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Lot: Borderline on the building map 
according to criteria below

Table.1. Difference of lot

3.2. Definition of Terms

Same/Different Criteria
House and their belonged buildings
Company building complex
House and  their garages
Different owner's house
Lands separated by wall
Store and house in another place  
Detached condominium

Same lot

Different lot
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	 	 /
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	 	 /

3.2. Definition of Terms

X Vacant lands rate
A Total of vacant lands in grid
B Total of buildings in grid
C Total of lots in grid

Grid: Distributed in urban area with 100m*100m size
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Distribution of vacant lands

Fig.5. Map of vacant lands

3.3. Distribution of Vacant Lands
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Distribution of vacant house rate

Fig.6. Map of vacant house rate

3.3. Distribution of Vacant Lands
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Distribution of vacant lot rate

Fig.7. Map of vacant lot rate

3.3. Distribution of Vacant Lands
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Distribution of parking lot rate

Fig.8. Map of parking lot rate

3.3. Distribution of Vacant Lands
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(1)Discriminant analysis

How to create vacant land map

(2)Multiple regression analysis



23How to create vacant land map

(1)Discriminant analysis

Investigate whether vacant lands occurs.

Choose the grid which is considered to occur vacant
land in the future from all grid.
Discriminant analysis is used for choosing the estimated 
grid which will become vacant land, in terms of 
explanatory analysis.



24How to create vacant land map

(2)Multiple regression analysis

Investigate vacant land rate in vacant land grid which 
chosen by discriminant analysis.

Calculate future vacant lands rate of chosen grid.
Multiple regression analysis is used for estimating vacant 
lands rate.
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Estimated land which will be vacant land

Grid in urban area Becoming vacant land(estimated)

(1)Discriminant analysis

How to create vacant land map(1)

Divide vacant land grid from urban area grid

Building

Vacant house

Vacant lot



4. Factorial Analysis of Becoming Vacant Land
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Explanatory variable

Discriminant analysis
Extract the land which is easy to become vacant land

Response variable
Presence or not of vacant land in grid

（Vacant land rate≧10％）

Land use

Densely inhabited district
Population, Elderly population rate
Land value
Shape factor
Rate of  narrow street
Rate of small lot
Rate of section with narrow road

The number of facility

Rate of garage/Age of buildings

Street distance to facility

Necessary time to railway station

Vacant lot

Parking lot

Vacant house



4. Factorial Analysis of Becoming Vacant Land
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vacant house rate < 10 vacant house rate ≧ 10
percentage of

correct classifications
vacant house rate < 10 738 189 79.61%
vacant house rate ≧ 10 102 141 58.02%

75.13%

vacant lot rate < 10 vacant lot rate ≧ 10
percentage of

correct classifications
vacant lot rate < 10 784 377 67.53%
vacant lot rate ≧ 10 42 73 63.48%

67.16%

parking lot rate < 10 parking lot rate ≧ 10
percentage of

correct classifications
parking lot rate < 10 961 205 82.42%
parking lot rate ≧ 10 37 73 66.36%

81.03%

percentage of correct classifications

observed
value

percentage of correct classifications

vacant house
prediction value

observed
value

vacant land
prediction value

observed
value

percentage of correct classifications

parking lot
prediction value

Table.2. Percentage of correct classification



Fig.9. Result of discriminant analysis (vacant house)
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4. Factorial Analysis of Becoming Vacant Land

Population

Rate of small lot
The number of tourist resorts (1000m)

Street distance to tourist resorts

Easy to use as shop around tourist resort and 
difficult to use in small area.
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street value

population

densely inhabited district in 1990
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4. Factorial Analysis of Becoming Vacant Land

Population

Dummy variable (row rise building area)

Easy to generate here and there, because low rise 
building area expanded here and there in small town.

Fig.10. Result of discriminant analysis (vacant lot)
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4. Factorial Analysis of Becoming Vacant Land

Land value

The number of financial institutions (600m)

The number of tourist resorts (1000m)

Street distance to big grocery store

Easy to generate around used area.

Fig.11. Result of discriminant analysis (parking lot)
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Estimated vacant land rate

(2)Multiple regression analysis

How to create vacant land map (2)

Becoming vacant land(estimated) Vacant land rate(estimated)

Calculate vacant land rate in chosen grid

%
Building

Vacant house

Vacant lot



5. Factorial Analysis of Vacant Land Rate
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Multiple regression analysis
Estimate vacant land rate 

Response variable
This vacant land rate in grid

(Vacant land rate >０％)

Vacant lot

Parking lot

Vacant house

Explanatory variable

Land use

Densely inhabited district
Population, Elderly population rate
Land value
Shape factor
Rate of  narrow street
Rate of small lot
Rate of section with narrow road

The number of facility

Rate of garage/Age of buildings

Street distance to facility

Necessary time to railway station
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Fig.12. Result of multiple regression analysis (vacant house)
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5. Factorial Analysis of Vacant Land Rate

Population

Dummy variable (public facility area)
Rate of garage

Easy to increase in old city area, because public facility 
is in these area. 
Vacant house area isn’t attractive, in terms of 
decrease in population.

multiple correlation coefficient : 0.6187
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5. Factorial Analysis of Vacant Land Rate

Rate of contact with narrow road, 
sectioning it of less than with 4m

The number of scholastic institutions 
(within the range of 400m)

Easy to increase near from the scholastic institution area, 
because these area is difficult to use personally.
The more load is wider, the number of vacant lots is 
increasing more.

Fig.13. Result of multiple regression analysis (vacant lot)
multiple correlation coefficient : 0.5382
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5. Factorial Analysis of Vacant Land Rate

Street distance to shrine or temple

Dummy variable (public facility area)

Easy to increase near from the public facility area, 
because these area is difficult to use personally.
Then, vacant lot area is used as parking lot of 
public facility.

Fig.14. Result of multiple regression analysis (parking lot)
multiple correlation coefficient : 0.7566
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Estimated vacant house rate

Fig.14. Map of estimated vacant house rate

6. Creating Vacant Land Map
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Estimated vacant lot rate

Fig.15. Map of estimated vacant lot rate

6. Creating Vacant Land Map
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Estimated parking lot rate

Fig.16. Map of estimated vacant parking lot rate

6. Creating Vacant Land Map



7. Conclusion 39

Occurrence factors of low-used and no-used land are analyzed and predicted 
such vacant land map are created.

(1) Vacant house and vacant lot occurred in low attractive land, but 
parking area occurred in high attractive land.
In addition, tendency of vacant land can be seen in high 
attractive area.

(2) Vacant land is easy to be occurred in the following environment.
Vacant house: Around central urban area, southeastern area
Vacant lot: southeastern area
Parking lot: Around central urban area

Future works: Proposing future scenarios based on the analysis on the 
occurrence of vacant lands. 
Calculating CO2 emissions and comparing with 
the section of BAU.
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Thank you for your kind attention



4. Factorial Analysis of Becoming Vacant Land
（supplementary） 41

Explanatory variable

Discriminant analysis
Extract the land which is easy to become vacant land

Response variable
Presence or not of vacant land in grid

（Border: 0%, 5%, 10%）

Land use

Densely inhabited district
Population, Elderly population rate
Land value
Shape factor
Rate of  narrow street
Rate of small lot
Rate of section with narrow road

The number of facility

Rate of garage/Age of buildings

Vacant lot

Parking lot

Vacant houseStreet distance to facility

Necessary time to railway station
0％ 5％ 10％
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Discriminant analysis
Extract the land which is easy to become vacant land
Response variable

Presence or not of vacant land in grid
（Border: 0%, 5%, 10%）

Vacant lot

Parking lot

Vacant house

0％ 5％ 10％

The border is set to check
vacant land rate 
which I can explain 
by explanatory variable most.

10%case is the highest 
percentage of correct 
classifications than other cases.

4. Factorial Analysis of Becoming Vacant Land
（supplementary）



vacant house rate = 0 vacant house rate > 0
percentage of

correct classifications
vacant house rate = 0 540 164 76.70%
vacant house rate > 0 155 311 66.74%

72.74%

vacant house rate < 5 vacant house rate ≧ 5
percentage of

correct classifications
vacant house rate < 5 607 162 78.93%
vacant house rate ≧ 5 163 238 59.35%

72.22%

vacant house rate < 10 vacant house rate ≧ 10
percentage of

correct classifications
vacant house rate < 10 738 189 79.61%
vacant house rate ≧ 10 102 141 58.02%

75.13%

observed
value

percentage of correct classifications

setting case of response variable
case2（boundary 5%）

prediction value

observed
value

percentage of correct classifications

setting case of response variable
case3（boundary 10%）

prediction value

setting case of response variable
case1（boundary 0%）

prediction value

observed
value

percentage of correct classifications
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Table.3. Percentage of correct classifications(vacant house)

4. Factorial Analysis of Becoming Vacant Land
（supplementary）



vacant lot rate = 0 vacant lot rate > 0
percentage of

correct classifications

vacant lot rate = 0 482 422 53.32%
vacant lot rate > 0 107 265 71.24%

58.50%

vacant lot rate < 5 vacant lot rate ≧ 5
percentage of

correct classifications
vacant lot rate < 5 643 367 63.66%
vacant lot rate ≧ 5 95 171 64.29%

63.79%

vacant lot rate < 10 vacant lot rate ≧ 10
percentage of

correct classifications
vacant lot rate < 10 784 377 67.53%
vacant lot rate ≧ 10 42 73 63.48%

67.16%

observed
value

percentage of correct classifications

setting case of response variable
case1（boundary 0%）

prediction value

observed
value

percentage of correct classifications

setting case of response variable
case2（boundary 5%）

prediction value

observed
value

percentage of correct classifications

setting case of response variable
case3（boundary 10%）

prediction value
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Table.4. Percentage of correct classifications(vacant lot)

4. Factorial Analysis of Becoming Vacant Land
（supplementary）



parking lot rate = 0 parking lot rate > 0
percentage of

correct classifications
parking lot rate = 0 744 179 80.61%
parking lot rate > 0 93 260 73.65%

78.68%

parking lot rate < 5 parking lot rate ≧ 5
percentage of

correct classifications
parking lot rate < 5 834 181 82.17%
parking lot rate ≧ 5 80 181 69.35%

79.55%

parking lot rate < 10 parking lot rate ≧ 10
percentage of

correct classifications
parking lot rate < 10 961 205 82.42%
parking lot rate ≧ 10 37 73 66.36%

81.03%percentage of correct classifications

observed
value

percentage of correct classifications

setting case of response variable
case3（boundary 10%）

prediction value

observed
value

setting case of response variable
case1（boundary 0%）

prediction value

observed
value

percentage of correct classifications

setting case of response variable
case2（boundary 5%）

prediction value
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Table.5. Percentage of correct classifications(parking lot)

4. Factorial Analysis of Becoming Vacant Land
（supplementary）


